Rated-R Movies

By Caleb Madison

ACROSS
1. Flaky metamorphic rock
7. Bald one, perhaps?
12. Like John Hughes movies, often
18. First part of a plan
19. Citrus fruits
20. Matador
21. Robert Zemeckis movie about a grouch?
23. “The 40-Year-Old Virgin” director
24. South, to Pierre
25. Relative of crunkcore
26. ___ alcohol
27. At heart
29. Was hit, maybe
33. ___ acid
38. “Dang it!”
41. Peter Hedges movie about an actual sewing contest?
45. Famous humped henchman
46. Prop in “The Shining”
47. Green or black
48. It’s tailed
49. Ferrell’s cheerleading partner on “Saturday Night Live”
50. Longish dress
52. Coolers: Abbr.
54. Morsel in a feed bag
55. Wet, in a way
56. Adam McKay movie about a fraternal sickness?
60. Kriss ___ (rap group)
62. Org. with returns
63. God of the dawn
64. Bridge beam
68. Song syllables
69. Corporate raider Carl
71. Inlet in a river
73. Codename
74. “How’s tricks?”
75. Woody Allen noir starring Kermit?
76. Begin to leave?
79. Really love Caesar?
81. “Father of Science Fiction”
82. Place of pride?
85. “Would you look at that, Pato?”
86. Govt. security
88. Govt. security
89. “___ Promises” (David Cronenberg film)
92. Sporty rides
95. TV actor who had a cameo in “Bad Santa”
97. Quentin Tarantino movie about the physics of papermaking?
99. Matador’s foe
100. Harry’s nemesis
101. Tyro
102. Go by, as time
103. Underwater locator
104. Safe to bite

DOWN
1. Lets. on the beach
2. Jay who played Kato in “The Green Hornet”
3. Programmed (to)
4. Syr. neighbor
5. Gets the job done
6. Eponym of NYU’s School of the Arts
7. Prince Andrew’s younger daughter
8. Home of the Taj Mahal
9. Saturnine
10. Premiere transportation, perhaps
11. Parapsychology subject, briefly
12. “Death ___ Funeral” (comedy of 2007 or 2010)
13. Hotel restriction, often
14. Persona non ___
15. Actor who voiced Paul in “Paul”
16. John Lasseter’s adaptation of “The Iliad”
17. Cry of pain
18. ___ pad
20. ___ of Life” (2011 Terrence Malick movie)
22. Prefix with “wizard,” in the “Harry Potter” series
28. Starting place for the pilgrims in “The Canterbury Tales”
30. Short song in an opera
31. Travel, as smell
32. Marie, par example: Abbr.
33. Scott of “Party Down”
34. ___ pad
36. “It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia” gang member
37. Nightclub offering
40. Mr. in Mumbai
41. Approaches
43. Part of a meet
44. “OMG that is 2 funny”
45. Pretentious lead-in to one’s name
49. It has a blade
51. Capri or Sicilia
53. Like a porcupine
55. Frankincense or myrrh
57. Org. with patdowns
59. Co-star of Sean and Jessica in 88-Down
60. Quentin Tarantino movie about the cost of raising a whale?
61. Actor who played himself in “Bee Movie”
65. “Guilty” duettist, with Barbra Streisand
66. “Smack That” singer
67. See 68-Across
69. “__ a dollar...”
70. “Straight Outta Compton” rap group
72. Went on
75. Tee store options: Abbr.
76. Tried to get
77. March lead-in: Abbr.
79. “Grace of My Heart” director Allison
83. Winning
84. Logical beginning?
86. Pronoun for 79-Down or 49-Across
87. Pickling mixture
88. ___ of Life” (2011 Terrence Malick movie)
90. Tudyk of “Firefly”
91. Pet lovers’ org.
92. Pronoun for 79-Down or 49-Across
93. Third word in a famous spell
94. Oldtime dagger
96. Toast topper, sometimes
97. APB issuers
98. Prefix with -light

For answers go to www.dga.org/Craft/DGAQ/All-Articles/1003-Fall-2011/Crossword-Puzzle.aspx